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Sputtering an exterior metal coating on copper enclosure for large-scale growth of single-crystalline graphene

Birong Luo, José M Caridad, Patrick R Whelan, Joachim Dahl Thomsen, David M A Mackenzie, Antonija Grubišić-Cabo, Sanjoy K Mahatha, Marco Bianchi, Philip Hofmann, Peter Uhd Jepsen, Peter Bøggild and Timothy J Booth

Abstract

We show the suppression of nucleation density in chemical vapor deposited graphene through the use of a sputtered metal coating on the exterior of a copper catalyst enclosure, resulting in the growth of sub-centimeter scale single crystal graphene domains and complete elimination of multilayer growth. The sputtered coating suppresses nucleation density by acting as both a diffusion barrier and as a sink for excess carbon during the growth, reducing the carbon concentration in the interior of the enclosure. Field effect mobility of hBN-templated devices fabricated from graphene domains grown in this way show room temperature carrier mobilities of 12 000 cm² V⁻¹ s⁻¹ and an absence of weak localization at low temperature. These results indicate a very low concentration of line and point defects in the grown films, which is further supported by Raman and transmission electron microscopic characterization.

1. Introduction

The growth of graphene by metal-catalyzed chemical vapor deposition (CVD) is considered to be the most promising method for synthesis of uniform graphene with a quality approaching that of exfoliated graphene but with the potential for large-scale production [1–3]. To date, single-crystal graphene grains with various morphologies grown by CVD have been achieved and extended growth can knit these separate domains into a continuous film [4]. The resulting polycrystalline film has a grain boundary (line defect) and point defect concentration which is a function of the nucleation density of the individual graphene domains which form it. Both point defects and line defects are undesirable from an applications perspective as they degrade the electronic performance, mechanical strength, thermal conductivity, and oxidation resistance of graphene [5–8]. To reduce grain boundaries, great efforts have been made to either optimize the growth conditions [9–11] or engineer the growth substrates [12–16] for obtaining single-crystalline graphene grains that are as large as possible. The key challenges in growing large single-crystalline graphene grains are to reduce or passivate nucleation sites on the catalyst surface and to inhibit continuous nucleation during the growth through the supply of the appropriate amount of carbon. To this end, numerous methods, such as increasing temperature [17, 18], extending annealing time [11], diluting methane in Ar [10], high pressure growth [9], vapor trapping [19], repeated growth-etching-regrowth [20], intentional passivation pretreatment [21], and the introduction of O₂ [22–24], have been demonstrated to be effective in reducing nucleation density. The majority of these results have been achieved in hot wall quartz tube systems, which are more difficult to scale up to commercially relevant volumes as compared to cold wall systems. A more serious issue is that the lack of control of the exact position of nucleation sites in these experiments results in randomly positioned graphene domains unless nucleation sites are introduced lithographically [25].

Here, we employ a novel Cu enclosure which integrates either a W or Mo metal coating which acts as a diffusion barrier and excess carbon sink to study the growth of large-scale single-crystalline graphene in a cold wall reactor (Aixtron Black Magic CVD system.
shown in supplementary figure S1) (stacks.iop.org/TDM/4/045017/mmedia). The sputtered layer reduces diffusion of carbon through the catalyst bulk and also forms carbides from excess free carbon, which enables the reproducible growth of low nucleation density graphene domains without special changes to the growth recipe and enabling increased yields. We find that the nucleation of graphene domains on the interior of such an enclosure can be completely suppressed under typical growth conditions, and can be controllably raised by a moderate increase of the carbon feedstock supply. Rapid and large-scale growth of millimeter to centimeter scale single-crystalline graphene with high carrier mobility can, therefore, be readily and reproducibly achieved in this way. Moreover, wafer-sized uniform single-layer graphene composed of large grains can be obtained as well. Our study not only demonstrates a facile means of deliberately controlling nucleation density and distribution for obtaining large graphene grains in a cold wall CVD system but also provides insight into the nucleation mechanisms of CVD graphene on low carbon solubility catalysts. This paves the way towards improved crystalline order in CVD graphene films which is critical for the industrialization and commercialization of graphene.

2. Results and discussion

It has been shown that the use of an enclosed catalyst ‘pocket’ enables the growth of low nucleation density graphene films on the interior of the enclosure by reducing the rate of carbon precursor flux and reducing the rate of catalyst sublimation [12, 13]. In addition, it has been shown that carbon can diffuse through the bulk copper catalyst layer, affecting the growths on both the interior and exterior surfaces of the catalyst [26]. It is, therefore, natural to ask whether a diffusion barrier can moderate this behavior, and reduce the free carbon concentration in the interior of an enclosure even further. To this end, we sputtered a metal diffusion barrier on the surface of a copper foil and then formed this catalyst foil into an enclosure for the growth of graphene with the sputter coated surface outermost (see figures 1(a)–(c)). Thicknesses of 50–200 nm of both W and Mo were tested and found to operate similarly.

Subsequent CVD growth of graphene on these enclosures show a suppression of nucleation density by around two orders of magnitude, from 10 mm\(^{-2}\) to 0.1 mm\(^{-2}\) as observed in the interior of enclosures partially externally coated in a W diffusion barrier (figures 1(d)–(f)). The average domain size also decreased markedly in the case of barrier-protected catalyst surfaces, from 150 µm to 30 µm, indicating much lower carbon availability in these regions. Growths shown here were performed at 1000 °C under 0.1 sccm CH\(_4\), 1000 sccm Ar and 20 sccm H\(_2\), for 1 h (figure S2). Extended growth times of 3 h under increased CH\(_4\) flow rate of 0.5 sccm results in complete coverage on the high nucleation density unprotected interior surfaces, while well separated individual graphene domains are still observed on the interior surface which is protected on the exterior by the diffusion barrier. Additionally, the growth of bilayer regions in the interior of the foil enclosure is completely suppressed. The diffusion barrier acts to block absorption and diffusion of excess carbon species through the catalyst foil and reduce the likelihood of nucleation on the interior surface (figure 1(g)). These results show that the drastic reduction in nucleation density and domain growth rate are a direct result of the exterior barrier coating.

The enclosure is formed by folding and crimping the open edges of the foil, which partially seals the internal gas environment from the outside. This slows the rate of gas exchange with the ambient environment of the CVD chamber and results in a lower availability of carbon for graphene growth on the interior surface. However, in the comparative experiment performed above, the gas environment on the interior of the foil enclosure can be assumed to be uniform, and therefore the resulting difference in the nucleation density must be a result of the exterior barrier metal coating. This barrier metal further reduces the nucleation density below that which might be expected by forming an enclosure alone. The exterior surfaces of the enclosure are exposed to the largest concentration of carbon in the chamber, and growth in this case is rapid with a high nucleation density, and results in complete coverage early in the growth process. Recently, notable improvements in the understanding of growth dynamics and insight into the diffusion mechanisms on the outside and inside surface have been demonstrated, and highlight the importance of diffusion of active carbon species across the thickness of the Cu catalyst layer [26–28]. These species can penetrate the Cu wall which forms the enclosure between interior surface and the exterior surface, which leads to carbon intercalation and growth of the graphene adlayers on the exterior/interior surface. In our case, the W or Mo passivated exterior surface largely reduces the precursor diffusion through the Cu wall to the interior surface of the enclosure from the outside during the initiation of the growth phase. At the exterior surface, this metal coating also acts as an absorbing ‘sink’ to consume the excess carbon species diffused across the Cu wall from inside under a diffusion-driven process formed in such a confined space.

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) highlights a further effect of the exterior coating. After growth, XPS measurements on both the interior and exterior surfaces (figure S4) confirm the presence of carbides in the form of WC seen at 282.6 eV on the barrier protected exterior surface [29]. The formation of such carbides would additionally reduce the availability of carbon in the interior of the Cu enclosure from the early growth stage, binding the carbon into carbide precipitates [30]. This additional effect further assists
in maintaining a restricted availability of free carbon in the interior of the enclosure. In contrast, no tungsten carbides were detected at the interior surface by XPS. Trace amounts of W atoms at concentrations below our XPS detection limit might be expected to diffuse through copper foils below the melting temperature, particularly through grain boundary diffusion. If through-diffused traces of W played a role in the suppression of nucleation on the interior, we would expect nucleation to be homogeneously suppressed over the entire foil interior, as surface diffusion is typically an order of magnitude faster than grain boundary diffusion. This is in contrast to our findings, where nucleation is only suppressed where the reverse of the enclosure is coated with W (figures 1(d)–(f)).

To summarize, we propose the following mechanism for the observed graphene growth inside of a Cu enclosure with a reversed metal coating, as illustrated in figure 1(g). Outside the enclosure, the CH$_4$ precursor first thermally decomposes to form active carbon species under high temperature. The absorption and diffusion of these reactive carbon species are inhibited by the sputtered barrier layer, by preventing absorption and sinking excess carbon through the formation of carbides [29, 31].

To further confirm this behavior, we sputtered a complete barrier layer over one side of a copper foil, and formed this foil into an enclosure with the barrier layer outermost (figure 2(a)). The complete diffusion barrier presented by the exterior of this foil results in a total absence of graphene nucleation when an identical CVD growth recipe as that shown in figure 1 is used. This is somewhat surprising given that the enclosure is not expected to be gas tight—it would be reasonable in advance to assume that some nucleation might occur similar to that shown for the partial barrier layers described above. By increasing the CH$_4$ flow rate stepwise from 0.2–0.5 sccm and keeping the other parameters unchanged, we are, however, able to not only nucleate graphene on the interior surface, but to controllably alter the domain size by modifying the feedstock flow rate while keeping the duration of
This identified change in behavior from no nucleation to nucleation is an important condition, as it represents the critical point for the ideal growth of graphene from a single nucleation point. It also confirms that the barrier layer plays a critical role in these growths, by effectively mediating the diffusion and therefore the availability of carbon species in the interior of the enclosure. It is commonly believed that the graphene nucleation process begins with a local supersaturation of active carbon species on the Cu surface, whereupon the nucleation and growth of graphene at active sites on Cu surface is triggered. Based on our observations above, the interior surface of a diffusion barrier protected Cu enclosure shows no graphene nucleation and growth at all using the same growth parameters as in figure 1 (1000 °C under 0.1 sccm CH4, 1000 sccm Ar and 20 sccm H2), which definitely can produce graphene on common Cu substrates. Again, whilst the interior of the enclosure is sealed to restrict gas exchange it is not expected to be gas tight. This unambiguously indicates that the diffusion of carbon species through the catalyst thickness is critical for nucleation, since the suppression of such diffusion by a metal barrier can completely eliminate nucleation.

As a result of well controlled and disperse nucleation, we are able to grow large domains by changing the CH4 flow rate from 0.2 to 0.5 sccm resulting in graphene grains approaching the cm scale without individual grains knitting into a complete layer (figures 2(b)–(e)). Tetragonal and hexagonal morphologies can be observed in the grown domains, as determined by the facets of underlying substrates [32] (figure S5(a)). Large single-crystal graphene domains can also grow across Cu grain boundaries (figures S5(b) and (c)), and even the Cu surface irregularities and step bunches (figure S5(d)). In general, extending the growth time both enlarges the graphene grains and simultaneously increases the graphene coverage. Figure 2(f) shows the graphene coverage and the corresponding grain size grown on the interior of a complete barrier protected Cu enclosure as a function of growth time using 0.5 sccm CH4 flow rates. As expected, both the graphene coverage and the graphene grain size increases with the growth time varying from 1 to 6 h.

Figure 3(a) shows a typical optical image of large-area single-crystal graphene on the interior surface after 5 h of growth. Isolated graphene grains as large as ~4 mm became optically visible during annealing in air. In addition, the corresponding graphene coverage varies stochastically across the surface as a result of the low nucleation density, but is up to ~90% in some areas. After 6 h of growth, the Cu surface is fully covered by the graphene film—at this point it is not possible to observe the corresponding graphene grains size optically, but is likely to be composed of few mm- to cm-scale graphene grains, with a correspondingly low concentration of grain boundaries. The effect of a lower concentration of grain boundaries on the mechanical properties of the graphene films can be readily seen during transfer to oxidized silicon substrates, where barrier protected films display less cracking and inhomogeneity after transfer than graphene grown with a higher nucleation density (figure 3(b)). Graphene grown on the interior of a barrier-protected enclosure optically shows continuous monolayer graphene. The corresponding unprotected growth region shows a higher optical contrast due to isolated multilayer regions, and a greater non-uniformity due to cracking and tearing during transfer due to the increased number of grain boundaries that result from a higher nucleation density in this region [33]. Terahertz time-domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS) [34, 35] was used to probe the sheet conductivity of the
transferred graphene (figure 3(c)). Graphene from barrier-protected regions shows a higher and more homogeneous sheet conductivity than that from unprotected regions, indicating a reduced contribution of grain boundaries, tearing and cracking to the sheet resistance. Graphene transferred to SiO2/Si in figure 3(b) displays a uniform monolayer optical contrast (figures 3(d) and S6). The use of a diffusion barrier can, therefore, suppress the formation of graphene multilayers which can occur during graphene growth, even in the case of previously reported enclosure type growths, since there are always excess free active carbon species available at the nucleation sites in the normal Cu enclosure case. The thickness of the barrier layers is sufficient to bind enough carbon in the form of carbides during the growth that a local excess of carbon never occurs and multilayer growths are suppressed.

Raman spectroscopy and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) were conducted to confirm the single-crystal and monolayer nature of the as-grown graphene grains. Figure 4(a) is an optical image of a ~2 mm-sized hexagonal graphene grain transferred onto SiO2/Si substrate. Raman spectroscopic mapping (figures 4(b) and S7(a)) shows the $I_{2D}/I_G$ ratio of peak intensities, with an average of 1.272 (figure S7(b)), verifying its monolayer nature. It is notable that no discernible defect-related D peak was observed (figure S7(a)). Moreover, the $I_D/I_G$ map (figure 4(c)) shows a highly uniform distribution with negligible $I_D/I_G$ intensity ratio below 0.02 (figure S7(c)), clearly indicating the low concentration of point defects in the as-grown graphene. A separate ~1.5 mm hexagonal graphene grain was transferred onto a copper TEM grid for TEM investigation. Scanning electron micros-
copy (SEM) images of the grid taken after TEM characterization are shown in figures 4(d) and (e). The jagged edge which results from dendritic growth is apparent in the SEM image (figure 4(e)) on holey carbon supported copper grid. Multiple selected area electron diffraction (SAED) patterns were acquired from 23 different regions uniformly distributed across the whole grain to determine the crystalline structure of the graphene. Figures 4(f) and S8 shows typical SAED patterns which show monolayer graphene within each SAED region through a single set of reflections distributed hexagonally with diffraction spot intensity ratios of (1–210)/(1–100) < 1 (figure S8 inset) and with intensities that are invariant with small tilt angles, confirming its single-layer nature [36, 37]. The indicated relative deviation of the lattice angle θ extracted from all of the SAED patterns across the graphene domain shows less than 1° deviation (figure 4(g)), demonstrating that the flake is single-crystal across the entire domain [10], with the single mode in the histogram in figure 4(g) suggesting that variations are not due to small angle grain boundaries, but are more likely to be due to strain.

Figure 4. Raman, TEM and ARPES characterization of large graphene grains. (a) Optical image of a ~2 mm–size hexagonal graphene grain on SiO₂/Si, (b) the corresponding I₂D/I_G and (c) I_D/I_G intensity ratio mapping, (d) SEM image of a ~1.5 mm graphene grain transferred onto a TEM Cu grid, (e) magnified SEM image taken from a hole of the Cu grid, (f) representative SAED patterns taken from (d) and (g) histogram of angle θ distribution from multiple SAED patterns obtained from different suspended regions of the same graphene grain, (h) electronic structure of as-grown graphene on copper measured by ARPES, shown as photoemission intensity as a function of binding energy and momentum close to the K point of the Brillouin zone. The scan direction is shown in the inset.
This observation agrees well with the Raman survey, showing unambiguous single-crystal and monolayer nature of the as-grown graphene grains. Angle resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) data (figure 4(h)) obtained using a photon energy of 47 eV shows a cross section through the characteristic Dirac cone with the extrapolated Dirac point lying 84 meV above the Fermi level. This slight p-doping of as-grown graphene on Cu is possibly a result of charge transfer from the catalyst layer or from intercalated copper oxides produced by exposure to atmosphere after growth [38]. The line width of the $\pi$-band measured 400 meV below the extrapolated Dirac point is 0.04 Å$^{-1}$, which further indicates the sample is of a high quality [39]. Fermi surface maps are shown in figure S9.

The low concentration of point defects and absence of grain boundaries in the as-grown graphene domains are also reflected in room temperature transport and low-temperature magnetotransport measurements. By wet-transferring a single selected CVD graphene domain on hexagonal boron nitride (hBN), we eliminate the deleterious effects of the substrate from the CVD graphene characterization, focusing more on the influence of grain boundaries and point defects on the electrical transport properties. CVD graphene field effect devices in van der Pauw geometry were fabricated via electron beam lithography (EBL), plasma etching and metal deposition (see experimental section). Figure 5(a) shows the optical top view of a typical graphene field effect device on hBN, where exfoliated hBN flakes on 300 nm SiO$_2$/Si were prepared in advance, with graphene grains subsequently transferred onto the hBN flakes (figure S10(a)). Supplementary figures S10(b) and (c) illustrate the representative bright and dark field optical image of the area stacked with graphene and hBN, respectively. As shown, the stacked area is almost free of polymer residues and blisters which usually lead to the deterioration of transport properties [40]. Furthermore, Raman investigation displays the expected hBN and graphene peaks on the stacked area (figure S10(d)), with an increase in the $I_{2D}/I_G$ ratio to roughly 3 with respect to the case of graphene on SiO$_2$ (~1.3). We fabricated three such van der Pauw devices, with a 100 $\mu$m$^2$ area for each device from different crystals placed on top of a few-layer hBN—we note that the device size here is limited by the availability of sufficiently large exfoliated hBN crystals. These relatively large-area devices are a more robust, convenient and conservative way to evaluate the overall quality of the grown graphene rather than fabricating devices with smaller sizes.

Figure 5(b) shows the room temperature resistivity of the three devices as a function of the gate voltage ($V_g$). They present a small positive and negative shifts of the charge neutrality point (CNP) with respect to 0 V $V_g$, indicating largely negligible residual p- or n-doping over the set of devices. The full-width half maximum (FWHM) of the resistivity of our devices is 7 V, 10 V, and 20 V, giving an upper boundary for doping-induced carrier density fluctuations of $\delta n < 6 \times 10^{11}$ cm$^{-2}$ (Device 1), $1 \times 10^{12}$ cm$^{-2}$ (Device 2) and $1.5 \times 10^{12}$ cm$^{-2}$ (Device 3), respectively. We further extract the room-temperature mobility (calculated in terms of the Drude formula) in our devices, which varies between 7000–12 000 cm$^2$ V$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$ for holes and 3000–7500 cm$^2$ V$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$ for electrons (figure 5(c)) [41]. These mobility variations and asymmetries in electrons an holes in the measured devices are commonly observed in water assisted, wet-transferred CVD graphene devices. Still, these room temperature mobility values are comparable with those previously achieved from single-crystal, dry-transferred and non-
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encapsulated devices on hBN [42]. In addition, devices with higher carrier-density fluctuation \( \delta_n \) (Device 3 > Device 2 > Device 1) show lower carrier mobility (Device 3 < Device 2 < Device 1) (figures 5(b) and (c)), which is consistent with the mobility being limited by Coulomb scattering.

When decreasing the temperature, the mobility of our samples shows a monotonic dependence (figure 5(d)), with a larger effect observed in samples with lower Coulomb scattering. In comparison, this electrical behavior is not present in polycrystalline CVD graphene devices [41, 43], where mobilities show a non-monotonic dependence on temperature regardless of the substrate used. A similar and consistent behavior occurs with conductivity minima \( \sigma_{\text{min}} \) (figure 5(e)). As shown in figure 5(e), the dimensional factor \( \frac{\sigma_{\text{min}}}{\sigma_{\text{min,10K}}} \) monotonically decreases by a factor of \( \sim 1.3 \) between 290 K to 10 K for all our samples, in agreement with the existence of thermally activated transport in these devices for that temperature range [44, 45]. Importantly, this type of transport only appears in graphene devices with low structural disorder [44, 45], indicating the high quality of our single-crystal graphene.

To further confirm that our single-crystal graphene is free of structural defects from a transport viewpoint, we carried out magneto-transport measurements in these devices, and compared these to similar devices produced in the same way but substituting phene is free of structural defects from a transport point of view [5, 46].

In conclusion, we have demonstrated the suppression of nucleation of CVD graphene in the interior of copper catalyst enclosures through the use of an exterior sputtered barrier layer consisting of W or Mo. This approach enables us to controllably reduce the nucleation density to the point where large few-nm scale single crystal graphene domains of a desired size can be reproducibly grown. The exterior coating provides not only a diffusion barrier, but also a sink for excess carbon species, that can be bound into carbidic which are detectable by XPS. Both of these mechanisms help to reduce the concentration of free carbon within the enclosure. We also show that full exterior coverage of such a barrier layer completely suppresses nucleation of graphene under standard CVD growth conditions, hinting that the nucleation process could be critically dependent on carbon diffusion through the catalyst surface. Low defect density and grain boundary density in barrier protected graphene films from enclosures is demonstrated by Raman spectroscopy, TEM, THz spectroscopy, ARPES and room- and low-temperature magnetotransport measurements, the latter revealing a complete absence of weak localization effects as a result of very low structural disorder. The presented barrier protected catalyst scheme provides multiple advantages for the production of large-scale graphene single crystals by reducing the nucleation density and by suppressing adlayers, establishing a significant step forward in realizing the industrial fabrication of high-quality graphene in a cold wall reactor in an energy-efficient manner.

4. Materials and methods

4.1. Sputtering W/Mo metal on Cu foil and construction of Cu enclosure

W/Mo with a thickness of 50nm–200nm was fully (half) sputtered on the reversed side of Cu foils (25 \( \mu \)m from Alfa Aesar) using a Lesker sputtering system. Before sputtering, the Cu foils were electro-polished to flatten the Cu surface. This was followed by rinses with deionized water and drying under a nitrogen stream. The W/Mo targets were commercially available with a purity of 99.8% wt. The sputtering deposition pressure, power and voltage were maintained at ~4 mtorr, ~150 W, and ~350 V respectively. Cu enclosures were formed by folding and crimping the open edges, sealing the inside Cu environment and displaying the reversed sputtered W/Mo outside (figures 1(a)–(c)).

4.2. Graphene synthesis and transfer

Graphene growths were conducted in an Aixtron Black Magic cold wall CVD system (figure S1). After an annealing process in an argon atmosphere, growth is initiated by introducing a methane (CH\(_4\)) feedstock in the chamber with varied growth time. The annealing was performed in a mixture of 1000 sccm Ar and 20 sccm H\(_2\) for 10 min in all cases. Both annealing and growth were performed at low pressure (30 mbar) and under 1000 \( ^\circ \)C. The as-grown graphene films/grains were transferred onto SiO\(_2\)/Si substrates and TEM grids by a poly(methyl methacrylate)-assisted method through etching the copper foils in an aqueous solution. The poly(methyl methacrylate)-supported films were finally removed with acetone.

4.3. Characterization of graphene

A Nikon Eclipse L200N microscope equipped with a programmable Prior Scientific XYZ stage and a 5–100× objective with NA = 0.3 (0.484 \( \mu \)m/pixel @ 10×) is used to observe the graphene morphology. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (Zeiss Supra VP
60, 10kV) was used to characterize the morphology and location of as-produced graphene. Raman spectroscopy was performed with a Thermo Fisher DXR microscope under ambient conditions using a 455 nm excitation laser source. The nominal spot size is 700 nm. The power of the laser is kept below 1 mW. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements were performed with an Escalab 220i-XL from Thermo Scientific. A monochromatised Al K-Alpha x-ray source with photon energy 1486.7 eV was used as a photon source. TEM (Tecnai G2 F20, operated at 200kV, with a diameter of 2 nm in the diffraction plane) combined with SAED (with a 200 nm diameter SAED aperture) were used to characterize the crystallinity of as-grown graphene. ARPES measurements were performed at the SGM3 beamline of the synchrotron radiation source ASTRID2 (Aarhus, Denmark) [47]. High-resolution measurements of the π-band were carried out at a temperature of 30 K using a photon energy of 47 eV, with energy and angular resolution better than 20 meV and 0.2°, respectively.

4.4. Device fabrication and electrical transport measurements

hBN-templated graphene field effect devices in van der Pauw geometry were fabricated via EBL, plasma etching, and metal deposition. First, graphene grains were wet-transferred onto 300 nm SiO2/Si substrates and pre-exfoliated hBN flakes for the stacking. Graphene on hBN areas were identified via optical microscopy and subsequently confirmed by Raman spectroscopy. The EBL was performed in a ZEISS-Leo SEM, with an acceleration voltage of 20 kV. PMMA was used to resist in the EBL process. The etching of the stack is performed in a SPTS ICP Etcher. O2 was used to etch the graphene and SF6 was used to etch the bottom hBN. We etched hBN in this study in order to more clearly observe the device dimensions under an optical microscope. Metal contacts of Ti (5 nm) and Au (35 nm) were deposited by Physimeca ΩFSES250 electron-beam evaporation with low rates. For the electrical transport measurements, resistivity values for van der Pauw devices are measured with Keithley 2400 (sourceometers) and Keithley 2000 (voltmeters) in a cryostat by applying a constant source-drain bias for van der Pauw devices are measured with Keithley [48].
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